COORDINATING WORKING PARTY ON FISHERY STATISTICS

RULES OF PROCEDURE
(Endorsed at the CWP 23rd session 2010 and Entered into force from CWP 25th session 2016)

1. SESSIONS. Unless contrary to the views of the majority or participating organizations, the interval between successive sessions of the Coordinating Working Party on Fishery Statistics (CWP) shall not exceed three years. The Working Party shall meet on announcement by the CWP Secretary who shall respect the wishes of the majority of participating organizations. The announcement shall generally be made at least six months before the session starts.

2. AGENDA. A provisional agenda for each session shall be prepared by the CWP Secretary in collaboration with the secretariats of the participating organizations. The first item on the provisional agenda should be the adoption of the agenda. The provisional agenda shall be distributed with the announcement of the session.

3. NOMINATION OF EXPERTS. Participating organizations should notify the CWP Secretary of the names and affiliations of their nominated experts before the session.

4. DOCUMENTATION. Documents for each session should be made available to all participating organizations and nominated experts at least two weeks before the session. Each participating organization shall be responsible for the timely distribution of its documents in accordance with the mailing list supplied by the CWP Secretary.

5. OFFICERS. At the start of the session, the Chair or Vice-Chair appointed at the previous session shall call the session to order. In their absence, the CWP Secretary will call the session to order. Following adoption of the agenda, the Working Party shall elect a Chair and Vice-Chair from among its members; they shall remain in office until the election of the new Chair and new Vice-Chair at the next session. The outgoing Chair and Vice-Chair shall be eligible for re-election.

6. EXPENSES. The expenses incurred by experts attending session of the Working Party shall be borne by the nominating organization or as otherwise arranged between the experts and the respective nominating organization.

7. WORKING LANGUAGE. English shall be the working language of the Working Party.

8. VOTING. A majority of the participating organization shall constitute a quorum at any session. Each participating organization is entitled to one vote. Decision of the Working Party shall be taken by a simple majority of votes cast by those present at the session, or by a simple majority of votes of all the participating organizations by correspondence, if it selects to do so. When necessary, the Chair may exercise a casting vote.
9. REPORTS. At each session the Working Party shall adopt a report of the session which will include *inter alia* all decisions and recommendations. The report shall be made available by the CWP Secretary to the participating organization and nominated experts, and to other individuals or organizations as requested by the Working Party. FAO should make the report available as widely as possible.

10. MONITORING OF RECOMMENDATIONS. Although recommendations and decisions of the Working Party are not binding on participating organizations, the Working Party shall monitor and report on the implementation of recommendations and decisions.

11. REGIONAL OR SUBJECT GROUP. The Working Party may establish regional or subject groups as are required for its effective functioning. The Working Party should determine purpose and composition of each group with the term terminating no later than at the end of following session. Groups shall deliver report of activities and recommendations, and the proposal of terms of reference and work plans for the next term if necessary, to the session for its consideration, decision and adoption.

12. INTERSESSIONAL ACTIVITIES. The Working Party may arrange intersessional activities including *inter alia* holding informal preparatory meeting, holding meetings of regional or subject groups, preparation of working papers, and communication by correspondence.

13. SUSPENSION OF THE RULES OF PROCEDURE. Suspension of the Rules of Procedure may be adopted by the Working Party by a two thirds majority of the votes cast, provided that 24 hours’ notice of the proposal for the suspension had been delivered to the Working Party.

14. AMENDMENT TO THE RULES OF PROCEDURE. Amendments to the Rules of Procedure may be adopted by the Working Party by a two thirds majority of the participating organizations provided that three months notice of the proposal for the suspension had been delivered to all participating organizations. An amendment shall come into force unless any objection is received by the CWP Secretary from any participating organization within three months of being adopted.

15. NEW PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS. An intergovernmental organization having competence in fishery or aquaculture statistics may become a participating organization of the Working Party if it is so decided by a two thirds majority of the participating organizations provided that three months notice of the proposed admission had been delivered to all participating organizations.

16. WITHDRAWAL OF PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS. Any participating organization may withdraw from the Working Party by notifying its intention to the CWP Secretary who will inform other participating organizations. If a participating organization does not provide any experts for two consecutive sessions without notification, it will be deemed to have withdrawn. The CWP Secretary shall communicate with such organization and shall announce its withdrawal upon the receipt of the confirmation from the withdrawing organization or absence of response up to the designated date.